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2019 Year in Review: Hardware [4]

At the end of 2018 and going into 2019 we shipped the Librem 5 development kits ? the first
hardware for the Librem 5. The dev kits give developers very similar hardware and features to
develop software against ahead of the final hardware being released, this is especially useful
for GUI developers to visualize the applications. The first dev kits had a bug in the silicon of
the i.MX8M CPU which meant the LCD did no work. It took a lot of effort but we fixed the
issue in March giving everyone a fully functional LCD. In June we released a software update
which enabled cellular calls.

2019 Year in Review: Security [5]

This year also saw a number of improvements in supply chain security. On the physical supply
chain front we announced the Made in USA Librem Key and more recently the Librem 5
USA. In both cases we are bringing the manufacturing of our electronics next to our
fulfillment center where we can more directly oversee it.

Finally we publicized our anti-interdiction services, a service that adds a number of
sophisticated security measures to our fulfillment process to make it difficult to tamper with
laptop shipments without detection. Up until now we haven?t publicized the service even
though we offered it to customers who asked. Now it appears as an upgrade option on our
laptops along with the PureBoot Bundle. We?ve already seen a dramatic interest in the service
since we announced it publicly.
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